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 IN THE COURT OF THE J.M.F.C Nalbari, ASSAM. 

G.R. Case No. 741/2016 

U/s 279/337 I.P.C. 

  

STATE 

-Vs- 

Rajib Ali 

                                                              ..... Accused 

 

PRESENT:  Z. Chaliha, A.J.S. 

  Nalbari, 

 

For the Prosecution: Mr. H. Sarma   .Ld. Asstt. P.P.  

For the Defence: Mr. A. Islam   .Ld defence advocate 

 

Evidence recorded on: 5.07.18, 31.07.18. 

Argument heard on: 27.08.18. 

Judgment delivered on: 27.08.18. 

 

JUDGMENT 

 The instant criminal case is set in motion through a written ‘ejahar’ lodged 

by one  Kamej Ali on 18.05.2016  before O/c Daulashal O.P., alleging inter 

alia that on 15.02.16 at around 6 pm, when his brother Sayad Abdul Nur 

was coming towards Rampur chowk bazar, the offending vehicle bearing 

registration no. AS-14E-8179 coming from Guwahati towards Barpeta had 

knocked down Sayad from the backside, after which local people admitted 

Sayad to Mukalmua hospital and was later shifted to GMC hospital for 

further treatment. The informant stated that due to being busy in his 

brother's treatment there was a delay in lodging the ezahar. Hence the 

case. 
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 That on receipt of the ejahar at the O.P., GD entry was made vide 

Daulashal O.P GDE no. 362 dated 17.05.16 and the same was forwarded 

to O/c Mukalmua and registered as Mukalmua P.S case No 156/2016 u/s 

279/338 I.P.C. On the basis of the ‘ejahar’, police started investigation and 

after completion of investigation finding prima facie materials against the 

accused person namely Rajib Ali, the police submitted the case in Charge-

sheet U/s 279/337 I.P.C. vide Charge-sheet no. 97/16 dated 31.05.2016. 

 That on submission of the charge-sheet it was accepted and cognizance 

was taken U/s. 279/337 I.P.C. by this court. As the accused person was on 

police bail at the stage of investigation, summon was issued to him and on 

his appearance he was allowed to go on court bail to face the trial.  

 That copy was furnished to the accused person and on finding prima facie 

materials of offence, particulars of offence and substance of accusation for 

offence U/s 279/337 I.P.C, was  explained to the accused person and he 

was asked whether he pleaded guilty, to which he pleaded not guilty and 

claimed to be tried. 

 That in the course of hearing the prosecution side examined 4 nos. of 

witnesses. The prosecution side marked and exhibited 2 nos., of 

documents. As there was no incrminiating materials agaisnt the accused 

person, his examination U/s 313 Crpc was dispensed with. The defence 

case is of total denial and they declined to adduce any evidence. 

 

 Points for determination:- 

 Whether the accused person on 15.02.16 at around 6 

pm,  at village Damdoma, under Mukalmua P.S., drove 

his motor cycle bearing registration no. AS-14E-8179 

either rashly and negligently and caused grievous injury 

to Rajib Ali and thereby committed offence punishable 

u/s 279 I.P.C? 
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 Whether the accused person on the aforesaid date, 

time and place by driving his motorcycle either rashly  

and negligently caused hurt to Rajib Ali and 

endangered his life and thereby committed offence 

punishable u/s 337 I.P.C? 

 

 Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof:- 

 Heard arguments of both sides. Perused the Case Record. My findings are 

as follows:- 

 In the instant case, the allegation against the accused person is that he by 

riding his bike either rashly or negligently knocked down Rajib Ali. Here, 

the prosecution examined 4 nos. of witnesses however none of the said 

witnesses could throw any light on the identity of the rider of the 

offending bike. The witnesses examined by the prosecution either had 

heard about the road accident or had reached the P.O on or after the 

occurrence. Hence their evidence is of little or no help to ascertain the 

circumstances under which the accident occurred. Now, to pin the guilt on 

the accused person, there must be some evidence to establish the fact 

that the accused was the rider of the offending bike which caused hurt to 

the victim, but in the instant case the prosecution had miserably failed to 

establish the same. 

 Therefore, in view of the evidence on record, I am of the considered 

opinion that the prosecution has failed to prove the guilt of rash or 

negligent driving on the part of the accused person. 

 

                                    

ORDER 
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Hence considering the above discussion, the accused Rajib Ali is found not 

guilty for offence u/s 279/337 I.P.C. and is accordingly acquitted and set 

at liberty forthwith. 

 

The accused persons bail-bond also stands cancelled after expiry of the 

appellate period. 

 

 Pronounced by me on this open Court, this day the 27th day of August, 

2018 under my hand and seal of this Court. 

 

Typed by me and corrected by me:- 

  

Zubee Chaliha, J.M.F.C, Nalbari.
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 IN THE COURT OF THE J.M.F.C Nalbari, ASSAM. 

G.R. Case No. 741/2016 

U/s 279/337 I.P.C. 

  

STATE 

-Vs- 

Rajib Ali 

                                                              ..... Accused 

 

ANNEXURE 
 

1 PROSECUTION WITNESSES: 
P.W.1: Kamej Ali (Informant), 
P.W.2: Choukut Ali, 
P.W.3: Putul Ahmed, 
P.W.4: Abdul Noor, 
 

2 DEFENCE WITNESSES: 
NIL. 
 

3 EXHIBITS (BY PROSECUTION SIDE): 
 Ext 1: Ejahar, 
 Ext 1(1): Signature of the informant, 
 Ext 2: Seizure list, 
 Ext 2(1): Signature of seizure witness Choukut Ali, 
 Ext 2(2): Signature of seizure witness Putul Ahmed, 
   
4 EXHIBITS (BY DEFENCE SIDE): 

NIL. 
 

 
Typed by me and corrected by me:- 
 

 
Zubee Chaliha, J.M.F.C, Nalbari 


